A cosmological model is proposed for the current Universe consisted of non-interacting baryonic matter and interacting dark components. The dark energy and dark matter are coupled through their effective barotropic indexes, which are considered as functions of the ratio between their energy densities. It is investigated two cases where the ratio is asymptotically stable and their parameters are adjusted by considering best fits to Hubble function data. It is shown that the deceleration parameter, the densities parameters, and the luminosity distance have the correct behavior which is expected for a viable present scenario of the Universe.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent observations of Supernova Ia (SNIa) suggest that the Universe has entered into a stage of an accelerated expansion with a redshift z < ∼ 1, [1] , [2] , [3] . This has been confirmed by precise measurements of the spectrum of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies [4] , [5] as well as the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) luminous galaxy sample [6] . All usual types of matter with positive pressure generate attractive forces and decelerate the expansion of the universe. For that reason, a dark energy component with negative pressure was suggested to account for a fluid that drives the current accelerated expansion (see [7] for reviews). The simplest explanation of dark energy is provided by a cosmological constant, but the scenario is plagued by a severe fine tuning problem associated with its energy scale. The vacuum energy density falls below the value predicted by any sensible quantum field theory by many orders of magnitude [8] , and it unavoidably leads to the coincidence problem, i.e.,"Why are the vacuum and matter energy densities of precisely the same order today?" [9] . More sophisticated models replace the cosmological constant by a dynamical dark energy that may be a scalar field (quintessence), tachyon field, phantom field or exotic equations of state. These models fit the observational data but it is doubtful that they can solve the coincidence problem [10] , [11] . Besides, in a viable dark energy scenario we require that the energy density of the dark fluid remains subdominant during radiation and matter dominant eras and that it becomes important only at late times to account for the current acceleration of the Universe.
In several papers, it has been proposed that dark a Electronic address: chimento@df.uba.ar b Electronic address: forte.monica@gmail.com c Electronic address: kremer@fisica.ufpr.br matter and dark energy are coupled and do not evolve separately [12] , [13] . The coupling between matter and quintessence is either motivated by high energy particle physics considerations [13] or is constructed by requiring the final matter to dark energy ratio to be stable against perturbations [11] , [14] . In the same sense, we will use two arbitrary interacting fluids in the dark sector, with constant barotropic indexes, and will show that there is a stable solution for the ratio dark matter-dark energy, which satisfies the expected behavior from the matter dominated era until today. We explain in section II the general features of the model for two different interactions and find the stability conditions of the ratio dark matter-dark energy. The section III is devoted to obtain the values of parameters that best fit the experimental data using the recently published Hubble function H(z) data [15] , extracted from differential ages of passively evolving galaxies. The allowed regions of probability 1σ and 2σ for the parameters are showed. Also, deceleration parameter, densities parameters, ratio dark matter-dark energy, effective equations of state and luminosity distance are exhibited in section IV for the best fit parameters, showing the correct behavior expected for a viable scenario. Finally, in section V we present our conclusions.
II. INTERACTING DARK MODEL
Let us consider a Universe modeled by a mixture of three constituents, namely, baryons, dark matter and dark energy. The Friedmann and energy conservation equations read
respectively. The subindexes 1 and 2 refer to dark matter and dark energy, respectively, whereas the subindex 3 to baryons. The baryonic matter is supposed to be a non-interacting component so that it decouples from equation (2) . Moreover, by considering the baryons as pressureless (p 3 = 0), the integration of equation (3) gives
, where ρ 0 3 and a 0 represent the present values of the energy density and cosmic scale factor, respectively.
Hence, equation (2) express the interaction between the dark matter and dark energy allowing the mutual exchange of energy and momentum. Consequently, there will be no local energy-momentum conservation for the fluids separately. However, we can decoupled equation (2) into two "effective equations of conservation" as followsρ
In the above equations it was introduced effective barotropic indexes γ e i (i = 1, 2) given by
where r = ρ 1 /ρ 2 is the ratio between the energy densities and γ i (i = 1, 2) represent barotropic indexes of the equations of state
In addition we get the relationship
and a dynamical equation for the ratio r, namelẏ
We assume that the effective barotropic index of the dark energy is given by γ e 2 = γ 2 − F (r), where F (r) is a function which depends on the ratio r, so that we get
By taking into account the above representation for γ e 2 , Eqs. (4) and (5) can be rewritten aṡ
Now it is possible to identify the right-hand side of each above equations as the energy transfer between dark matter and dark energy. Now we make a detailed study of the general dynamics of the density ratio r as given by Eq. (9) along with Eq. (10) . To this end we assume that the constant solutions r = r s , represents a stationary stage of the Universe. Then, according to Eq. (9), it means that ∆γ e (r s ) = 0. Then, the constant solutions r s will be asymptotically stable whether (d∆γ e /dr) r=rs > 0. Expressing this condition in terms of Eq. (10), we obtain the stability condition
where we have assumed that the barotropic indexes γ i of the two fluid are constants. Note that the simplest choice, a negative constant F , satisfies the latter condition. This fact, induce us to investigate the F constant case. So, in the next sections we shall analyze two different choices for the function F (r), namely, one refers to a constant and another being a variable.
A. F (r)= constant< 0
If we choose the barotropic indexes γ 1 and γ 2 as constants and the function F (r) as
where r ∞ is a constant value of the ratio between the energy densities at infinity, then it is possible to integrate the equation (9) for r along with the effective conservation equations (4) and (5) for the energy densities, yielding
where a 0 and r 0 are the present values of the cosmic scale factor of the ratio of the energy densities, whereas
As usual we introduce the red-shift z = 1/a−1 and the density parameters at the present value z 0 = 0, namely
with Ω
Once the explicit dependence of the energy densities are known in terms of the red-shift we can rewrite the Friedmann equation (1), thanks to (15) and (16), as
which gives the dependence of the Hubble parameter H with respect to the red-shift.
B. Variable F (r)
One possible choice for the function F (r) is
where r ∞ has the same meaning as in the previous case. Note that the above chosen function reduces to (14) in the limit r = r ∞ . With this restriction the latter function satisfies the stability condition (13) . So that, the stationary solution of Eq. (9), corresponding to the function (20) , is asymptotically stable. In this case the solution of Eqs. (4) and (5) are given by
where
Furthermore, the Hubble parameter H can be expressed as functions of the red-shift, yielding
Here it is interesting to call attention that the condition r ∞ = 0 leads to a mixture of noninteracting fluids with constant barotropic indexes for both cases analyzed above.
III. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
The aim of this section is to determine the parameters (r ∞ , β) for the constant F (r) case and (r ∞ , γ 2 ) for the variable F (r) one. These parameters, denoted generically by a i , are established through the recently published Hubble parameter H(z) data [15] , extracted from differential ages of passively evolving galaxies. This H(z) function is a very interesting one, because in contrast to standard candle luminosity distances or standard ruler angular diameter distances, it is not integrated over. The Hubble parameter depends on the differential age of the Universe as a function of z in the form H(z) = −(1 + z) −1 dz/dt, and it can be measured directly through a determination of dz/dt. In the procedure of calculating the differential ages, Simon et al. [15] have employed the new released Gemini Deep Deep Survey [16] and archival data [17] , [18] to determine the 9 numerical values of H(z) in the range 0 < z < 1.8.
The probability distribution for the parameters a 1 , a 2 is (see e.g. [19] )
where N is a normalization constant. Hence, we minimize the χ 2 function
where H ob (z i ) is the observed value of H at the red-shift z i , σ(z i ) is the corresponding 1σ uncertainty, and the summation is over the 9 observational H(z i ) data points at red-shift z i [15] . We adopt the priors H 0 = 72 km s −1 Mpc −1 (mean value of the results from the Hubble Space Telescope key project), Ω [20] . Furthermore, we assume a spatially flat Universe with a pressureless (dust) dark matter, i.e., γ 1 = 1. Besides, we take the theoretical expressions for the Hubble parameter H th with parameters a 1 = r ∞ , a 2 = β in the F constant case and a 1 = r ∞ and a 2 = γ 2 , in the F variable case.
The best fit parameters a 1bf and a 2bf are obtained so that χ 2 min (a 1bf , a 2bf ) corresponds to the minimum of χ 2 (a 1 , a 2 ). If χ 2 min (a 1bf , a 2bf )/(N −n) ≤ 1 the fit is good and the data are consistent with the considered model H (z; a 1 , a 2 ) . Here, N is the range of data set used and n is the number of parameters [19] . The variable χ 2 is a random variable in the sense that it depends on the random data set used. Its probability distribution is a χ 2 distribution for N − n degrees of freedom. In our cases, this implies that 68% of the random data sets will give a χ 2 such that
This equation defines a closed elliptical curve around a 1bf and a 2bf in the bi-dimensional parameter space. The corresponding 1σ range of the parameter a i is the range of a i for points contained within this elliptical curve. Similarly, it can be shown that 95.4% of the random data sets will give a χ 2 such that
Again, this last equation defines an elliptical curve in parameter space and the corresponding 2σ range of the each parameter a i is the range of a i for points contained within this elliptical curve. The local minimum in the case of F constant is χ 2 = 9.02445 for r ∞ = 0.0230767 and β = 0.302457. Hence, it follows from eq. (17) with γ 1 = 1 that γ 2 = 0.0800689 and α = 0.899181. In the F variable case, the minimum is χ 2 = 9.03738 for r ∞ = 0.0851298 and γ 2 = 0.0328392. In Figs. 1 and 2 we have plotted the confidence regions, that is, the sections of the elliptical curves explained above, in the β vs. r ∞ plane for a constant F and in the r ∞ vs. γ 2 plane for a variable F , respectively. The points inside the inner ellipses or between both ellipses identify the true values of parameters with 68.3% or 95.4% of probability, respectively. Also, in both figures, the best fit value for each model is represented by a dot and the shady zone means the forbidden negative values. 
IV. COSMOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS
In this section we search for cosmological solutions of the model proposed in previous sections. First we analyze the density parameters which are plotted as functions of the red-shift in the top of Fig. 3 , the straight lines corresponding to the constant F (r), whereas the dashed lines to the variable F (r). One can infer from this figure that the energy transfer from the dark energy to dark matter is more pronounced for the variable case, since for this case the growth of the density parameter of the dark matter and the corresponding decay of the dark energy with the red-shift are more pronounced than those for a constant F (r). This behavior can also be verified from the bottom of Fig. 3 which represents the evolution of the ratio of the two energy densities r = ρ 1 /ρ 2 with the red-shift. This last figure also shows that in the future, i.e., for negative values of the red-shift, there is no difference between the two cases, since both tend to a small values, indicating a predominance of the dark energy in the future.
In Fig. 4 the deceleration parameter q = 1/2 + 3p/2ρ is plotted for the two cases. The present values of the deceleration parameter q(0) and the value for the redshift z t where the transition from a decelerated to an accelerated regime occur are : −0.74 ± 0.18 (see [21] ) and z t = 0.46 ± 0.13 (see [22] ).
The equations of state for dark matter and dark energy can be written in terms of the effective parameters w 
respectively. In Fig. 5 we have plotted the effective parameters w In Fig. 6 it is represented the difference between the apparent magnitude m and the absolute magnitude M of a source, denoted by µ 0 and whose expression is
with the quantity between braces representing the luminosity distance in Mpc. The circles in Fig. 6 are experimental data for super-novae of type Ia taken from the work [23] . It is interesting to note that all µ 0 -curves corresponding to the two models analyzed in the present work and the ΛCDM model practically coincide, the only small difference between them is for higher values of the red-shift. Furthermore, there is a good fitting of these curves with the experimental data.
V. CONCLUSIONS
To sum up: in this work a cosmological model for the present Universe was proposed whose constituents were the non-interacting baryonic matter and interacting dark components. The interaction between the dark energy and dark matter was related with their effective barotropic indexes, which were considered as functions of the ratio between their energy densities. Furthermore, the parameters of the functions were adjusted by considering best fits to Hubble function data. Two functions were analyzed, namely, a constant and a variable one. It was shown: (i) for the proposed functions the ratio r is asymptotically stable; (ii) the energy transfer from the dark energy to the dark matter is more efficient for the variable case; (iii) for both functions the dark energy density predominates in the future; (iv) for both functions the present values of the deceleration parameter and the values of the transition red-shift -where the regime changes from a decelerated to an accelerated -are of the same order as the experimental values; (v) for the variable function, the effective ratio between the pressures and energy densities for the dark components indicates that the dark energy behaves as quintessence whereas the dark matter as practically a pressureless fluid (dust) when z > 0; (vi) the behavior of the parameter µ 0 -related with the luminosity distance -with the redshift does not have a sensible difference for the two functions and practically coincide with the one of the ΛCDM model, indicating a good fit with the experimental values.
